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1 ttyS0 no jobs” yagoo: yes pksadiq, I didn't say I was using remote desktop at all. But it works like you said, so I can see the
computer connected through it gnubuntu: "Use of an external script is preferred to an inclusion of the script..desktop files

should be simple and short so that new users don't have to become experts in them to understand how they should be used."
wab: Please keep in mind, it's a bit slow if you use the Internet at the same time, over wireless. Jordan_U: Thank you.

pksadiq, that's what I'm using now, this computer connected through wireless gnubuntu: You're welcome. yagoo: did the live
CD test work? I am assuming the RAM could be a problem. sebsebseb, yes.. i'm running ubuntu right now.. it's a live cd

which runs in VB.. sebsebseb, i'm getting no tty's.. i'll try using memtest86 yagoo: You can use vbox without a windows guest.
wab: so it works fine for you? pksadiq, yup if i have a ntfs mounted partition on my ubuntu server that is accessible to me

how can i change it so that is accessible only to myself, its for a lamp server jagjr: You can't. pksadiq, I'm actually using my
laptop right now over wireless Jordan_U, ya i know.. he can make a vbox image.. pksadiq, i'm actually on IRC while I'm

connected yagoo: ok hrm, yes I guess so, if your computer is that old. Ubuntu needs at least 1GB of RAM to run properly.
sebsebseb, i ran a vm
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Using Ubuntu Intrepid Ibex,
Sun xVM VirtualBox (v 2.1.0) I
found that accessing the camera
through "My Computer" shows
a completely black view, ...
with some gray colored pixels,
as well as some "transparent"
pixels. I also see images in
/var/log/apt/apt-cache.log ,
which obviously indicates that I
have a wrong "apt" or "apt-
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cache" setup. But I don't know
how to check it... Any idea how
to check this? (What is "apt"
and what does "apt-cache"
mean?) I have also seen "apt-
cache" appear in various
configurations, such as "apt-
cache.conf". However, I don't
know what that means or where
it should be... fffad4f19a
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